ESCUCHA.
CREE.
APoya.
EXISTE UNA FUERZA EN SABER CUÁNDO NECESITAS UN DESCANSO.
LISTEN.
BELIEVE.
SUPPORT.
THERE IS STRENGTH IN KNOWING WHEN YOU NEED A BREAK.
SAAM CONSENT MAD LIB

Fun Title:
Permission to release (circle): Yes | No

Program: Group/Event:

May I (action, verb)

your (descriptive, adjective)

(noun, like a body part)?
CONSENT MAD LIB

Sample words

Actions, verbs

Touch, kiss, hold, massage, rub, play with, hold onto, lick, dance with, cuddle up to, taste, smell, stroke, look at/watch, slap, tie up, brush, borrow, grab, finger, squeeze, pinch, take off, other slang/fun colorful words, etc.

Descriptive, adjectives

Soft, sweet, fuzzy, hard, wet, beautiful, tense, sparkly, magical, big, hot, colorful, pulsing, warm, curvy, voluptuous, sexy, bulky, muscular, denim, etc.

Nouns, like a body part

Lips, mouth, face, beard, cheek, ear(s), hand(s), mane, hair, tail, belly, neck, feet, booty/butt, shoulders, pecks, shirt, pants, underwear, other slang/fun colorful words, etc.
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SAAM Word Search

SEXUAL ASSAULT
BOUNDARIES
DENTAL DAM
PRESSURE
THREATS
GENDER
INCEST
STDS
YES

SUPPORT GROUP
COUNSELING
HELPLINE
RAPE KIT
ALCOHOL
CONSENT
SAAM
DRUGS

CRISIS CENTER
PEDOPHILIA
ADVOCATE
HEALING
SAFETY
CONDOM
RAPE

MOLESTATION
SEXUALITY
COERCION
TITLE IX
FONDLING
PLAN B
SANES
ASK

2021 FCASV Rural Project
What words come to mind when you hear sexual violence?